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ABSTRACT

The interaction of prosodic systems

in a bilingual's speech reveals itself

in minimal prosodic units (tonemes, d
accentemes, chronemes, rhythmemes "ea

in their structural complexes, or p o-

nological syntagms" (tonal contours,

accentual, temporal and rhythmic struc-

tures). As the actual relations between

the units of the languages in contact

are set by a bilingual speaker accor-

ding to the laws of interlanguage iden-

tification, the character of these re-

lations determines types of interference

on the paradigmatic plane ( underdiffe;
rentiation, overdifferentiation, subst -

tution) and on the syntagmatic plane
( intercatenation, plus-segmentation,

minus-segmentation, permutation).

INTRODUCTION

dic interference is defined as
Eigzzes in the realization of the prosodic
system of the non-native, second language
(L2) that emerge under the influence of

the native language (L1), and manifest
themselves in a bilingual's speech as de-
viations from the norm of L2.
Topicality of problems of prosodic inter—

ference for language theory and applied

linguistics has widened the range of ex-
perimental phonetic investigations in
spite of the lack of knowledge on prosody
as linguistic phenomenon and despite the
difficulties of contrastive prosodic ana-
lysis aimed at revealing areas of poten-
tial interference in a bilingual's speech
Investigations are carried out predomi-
nantly on the level of the utterance (in-
tonation group) in terms of perceptual
and acoustic features, pertaining to the
prosodic structure of an utterance as a
whole and to its separate elements - pre-
head, head, nucleus and tail.
The features of prosodic interference
(deviations, errors) are analysed as to
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nc stability,communicative

thiiiaiizqgg will as to their occurrence

i: different types of utterances and prm

sodic subsystems.

o of prosodic interference

Eggesyggltfiz character of actual rela-

tions between the elements of the twolan

ages as they are set by a bilingual

ggeaker according to the laws of inter-

language identification has not as yet

been touched upon. The solution of this

significant linguistic problem requires

the description and classification of tm

prosodic units of the languages in con-

tact. But what units does the prosodic

system comprise? The question, as we kmm

is a point of discord between linguists
and an attempt is made here to give our

interpretation of the units of a prosodu

system.

TYPES OF PROSODIC UNITS

In View of the polycomponental and poly-
functional nature of prosody it seems 1m

gical to admit objective existence of
essentially heterogenious prosodic uni“,
forming relatively autonomous but inter
connected and interpenetrating subsystem
- temporal, accentual, rhythmical and
tonal. Each of the subsystems contains
units of two types - microprosodemes (mt
nimal prosodic units) and macroproso-
demes ( structural complexes of microprm
sodemes, "phonological syntagms").The
first type includes syllablechronemes,

eccentemes, rhythmemes,tonemes (functim

nal types of syllable duration,accents,
rhythmic units, tones). The second tn»
is represented by temporal, accentual,
rhythmic and tonal structures which fun?
tion as inte ative units, as patternsof

syntagmatic phonotactic) organizationo
microprosodemes.
Each structural complex is at the same

time 8 Paradigmatic unit when opposedto
other structural complexes of the sub-
s stem.
T 6 units of both types are phonologmal
units. if phonology is viewed in the
broad sense including(1)segmental and
suprasegmental units,(ii) elementary
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units and "phonological syntagms"Jiii)unfls
that perform a distinctive function and
those that have no such function in the
language but fulfil the constitutive (in-
tegrative) and identificatory functions.
In the functioning of prosody as one
whole the structural correlation of the
toneme, accenteme and chroneme as syste-
mic elements provides their close inter-
connection and interaction in complex
polycomponental units - micro- and macro-
prosodemes of an utterance.
Ontologically, prosodemes as invariants
exist in classes of their variants (allo-
prosodemes) as the general in the parti-
cular. And since the prosodeme, unlike
the phoneme, is a sign, the invariability
of the prosodeme is inherent in both its
aspects - form and content. The invariant
of the prosodemic form is its material
essence ( its constant phonetic features)
and the invariant of the content is a
generalized denotational meaning. Thus,
the rising toneme has a rising direction
of pitch movement as its invariable for-
mal feature and its denotational (logi-
cal-modal, or intellective) meaning of
indefiniteness, non—finality,incomplete-
ness is its semantic invariant, which in
its turn is conveyed, irrespective of the
context, by all the functional and struc-
tural variants of the toneme and is rea-
lized as categorial meaning of the com-
municative type of an utterance.
Variants of the toneme as to its form are
marked by configurational and pitch-level
varieties of its allotonemes ( tone
types); whereas its variants as to the
content are distinguished by subjective-
modal (emotive,attitudinal) connotations
realized as different situational ( or
stylistic) and pragmatic meanings of an
utterance.
The number of prosodemic variants is con-
ditioned by the system which regulates
their (1) positional, combinatory and
structural distribution within a polycom-
ponental macroprosodeme (phonological
syntagm), the variants being closely in-
terconnected with the phonemic structure
of the speech segment, and (ii) semantic-
functional distribution, determined by
the polysemantic nature of prosodemes on
the one hand, and by their interaction
with the units of lexical and grammatical
subsystems of the language, on the other.
The system specifies the areas of reali-
zation of prosodemes and limits their
variation. On the whole the prosodic sys-
tem, as any other system, stipulates the
norms of its functioning.
In spite of the fact that prosody is to
a great extent universal in its catego-
ries, languages differ one from another
in the number and character of their pro-
sodemes, in the frequency and sphere of
their functioning, as well as in the
number, distribution and acoustic—percep-

tual peculiarities of their variants. All
that provides the basis for interference,
i.e. variations in the form and character
of functioning of prosodemes which do not
conform to the norms of the second languagm
In the study of Byelorussian-English,
Byelorussian-Russian, Russian-English and
other types of interference /I,2,3,4,5/
contrastive experimental analyses of pro-
sodic norms of the languages in contact
that preceded error analysis made it
possible to establish the inventory of
units of the tonal, accentual, temporal
and rhythmic subsystems of the languages
and as a result to approach the descrip-
tion of prosodic interference in terms of
systemic units. An attempt Was made to
determine types of prosodic interference
on the basis of peculiarities of the in-
fluence of LI upon L in the sphere of
paradigmatic and syntagmatic realtions
between prosodic units /1/.

TYPES OF PROSODIC INTERFERENCE

The interaction of prosodic systems in a
bilingual's speech takes place on the
level of minimal prosodic units and on
the level of phonological syntagms. In
the latter cases the interference of the
native language system in the syntagmatic
organization of the microprosodemes with-
in the structures is more expressed than
in the features pertaining to the struc-
ture as a whole /1,2/.
Types of paradigmatic interference, as is
well known, are determined by the differ-
ences in the number and character of pro-
sodic units, by their semantic-and-func-
tional differences in the languages under
consideration.
The unequal number of prosodemes in the
two languages provides a basis for under-
differentiation or overdifferentiation of
some of them by a bilingual speaker.Thus,
in the English speech of Russians there
occurs underdifferentiation of English
rising and falling-rising tonemes, the
latter being absent in the system of the
Russian language. But in the Russian
speech of Englishmen there often appears
overdifferentiation of the Russian ri-
sing toneme: the structural variants \1’
of its level-rising ._/ allotoneme is ’
identified by Englishmen as the falling-
rising toneme. It should be noted,how-
ever, that due to the universal nature
of the majority of prosodic units the
above-mentioned types of paradigmatic in—
terference are not frequent.
A more widespread type of paradigmatic
interference is substitution. It is a re-
sult of language distinctions in the cha-
racter of prosodemes and the sphere of
their functioning, as Well as distinc-
tions in the frequency of occurrence of
the alloprosodemes that represent them.
The following deviations in the English
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units and "phonological syntagms"Jiii)unfls
that perform a distinctive function and
those that have no such function in the
language but fulfil the constitutive (in-
tegrative) and identificatory functions.
In the functioning of prosody as one
whole the structural correlation of the
toneme, accenteme and chroneme as syste-
mic elements provides their close inter-
connection and interaction in complex
polycomponental units - micro- and macro-
prosodemes of an utterance.
Ontologically, prosodemes as invariants
exist in classes of their variants (allo-
prosodemes) as the general in the parti-
cular. And since the prosodeme, unlike
the phoneme, is a sign, the invariability
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essence ( its constant phonetic features)
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of pitch movement as its invariable for-
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its turn is conveyed, irrespective of the
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structural distribution within a polycom-
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terconnected with the phonemic structure
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functional distribution, determined by
the polysemantic nature of prosodemes on
the one hand, and by their interaction
with the units of lexical and grammatical
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The system specifies the areas of reali-
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variation. On the whole the prosodic sys-
tem, as any other system, stipulates the
norms of its functioning.
In spite of the fact that prosody is to
a great extent universal in its catego-
ries, languages differ one from another
in the number and character of their pro-
sodemes, in the frequency and sphere of
their functioning, as well as in the
number, distribution and acoustic—percep-

tual peculiarities of their variants. All
that provides the basis for interference,
i.e. variations in the form and character
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The interaction of prosodic systems in a
bilingual's speech takes place on the
level of minimal prosodic units and on
the level of phonological syntagms. In
the latter cases the interference of the
native language system in the syntagmatic
organization of the microprosodemes with-
in the structures is more expressed than
in the features pertaining to the struc-
ture as a whole /1,2/.
Types of paradigmatic interference, as is
well known, are determined by the differ-
ences in the number and character of pro-
sodic units, by their semantic-and-func-
tional differences in the languages under
consideration.
The unequal number of prosodemes in the
two languages provides a basis for under-
differentiation or overdifferentiation of
some of them by a bilingual speaker.Thus,
in the English speech of Russians there
occurs underdifferentiation of English
rising and falling-rising tonemes, the
latter being absent in the system of the
Russian language. But in the Russian
speech of Englishmen there often appears
overdifferentiation of the Russian ri-
sing toneme: the structural variants \1’
of its level-rising ._/ allotoneme is ’
identified by Englishmen as the falling-
rising toneme. It should be noted,how-
ever, that due to the universal nature
of the majority of prosodic units the
above-mentioned types of paradigmatic in—
terference are not frequent.
A more widespread type of paradigmatic
interference is substitution. It is a re-
sult of language distinctions in the cha-
racter of prosodemes and the sphere of
their functioning, as Well as distinc-
tions in the frequency of occurrence of
the alloprosodemes that represent them.
The following deviations in the English
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speech of Byelorussians and Russians

illustrate substitution in all the subsys-

tems of prosody: 1) the use of the rising

toneme in non-final intonation groups in-

stead of the falling toneme and vice-ver-

se, the use of the falling toneme instead

of the rising one in requests,apologies,

contradictions; 2) the substitution of

the English rising toneme for the corres-

ponding Russian toneme in particular, the

use of the rising-falling allotoneme

which is more frequent in Russian instead

of the more frequent English level-rising

allotoneme._/; 3) the use of the Byelo—

russian rising toneme ( its level-rising

allotoneme in particular) instead of the

English falling-rising toneme in general

questions; 4) the use of strong accen-

temes instead of weak ones due to a

greater number of strong (full) accents

in Russian and Byelorussian utterances as

there is a greater number of notion words

in them and some classes of words (perso-

nal and possessive pronouns, modal verbs

etc.) attract accent more often than in

English and the role of the semantic and

grammatical factors of accentuation is

greater, whereas in English the rhythmic

factor is the main regulator of accents;

S) substitution of accentual and tempo-

ral structures of rhythmic units, tonal

contour substitution; 6) substitutions of

the accentemes (nuclear and non-nuclear

of L2 for the corresponding accentemes of

L1, substitution of syllable chronemes,

the use of configurational and pitch-le-

vel allotonemes of L1 instead of the

functionally similar allotonemes of L2.

Underdifferentiation and overdifferen-

tiation, as well as substitution of func-

tionally different prosodic units (points

1-5) belong to communicatively relevant

semantic interference, i.e. display both

formal and semantic-functional non—stand-

ard variation of prosodemes and allopro-

sodemes. Within communicatively relevant

prosodic interference two subtypes are

distinguished: modal (emotive) and sty-

listic.
Substitution of units, which are functi-

onally identical but qualitatively dif-

ferent (point 6) belongs to communicati-
vely irrelevant interference; such sub-

stitution signals formal-structural non-

standard variation only.
The above-mentioned types of interference

are deviations from the norms of prosodic

unit choice which occur when the communi-

cative-pragmatic message is actualized in

various speech situations.

Syntagmatic interference is represented

by the deviations in the combinability of

microprosodemes within structural complex

as (macroprosodemes), on the one hand,and
by the inadequate realization of micro—
prosodemes as certain positional and com-

binatory variants, on the other.
One type of syntagmatic interference is

intercetenation of microprosodemes of L

according to the structural pattern of L

resulting in a new structural pattern, ’

which does not exist in L2. 8-8- inade-
quate combination of the sliding (or heta

rogeniOUS) head with the high rising to-

name in the contour of English general

questions, pronounced by Byelorussian

speakers of English.
Another type is minus-segmentation, or
elision of elements in the structure,e,g

the omission of prehead or tail in Eng-'
lish utterances of By910TU8518n-English
bilinguals due to an increased number of

accents or shift of accents. Wherefore

plus-segmentation, or increase of elemems
in the structure as, for instance, in

cases when the prehead and tail appear u

the structure of an utterance is due to
the reduced number of accents. The three

types are deviations from the structural

norms of the functioning system and below
to communicatively relevant interference
Closely connected with these types are

deviations from the norms of realization
of L2 units. The latter are conditioned
by language distinctions in the acoustu
areas of the units.

Thus realization of syllablechronemes of

L2 which are functionally identical to m
chronemes differ in utterances of Byeh»
russian-Russian (3-H) and Byelorussian-
-English (B-E) bilinguals. Initial unac-

canted syllables and the 1st fully accem
ted syllable in B—E and R-E are longer
than in standard English realizations
(SE), the tempo of pronunciation being
identical. The 2nd accented syllable am
the unaccented syllables of the head are
characterised by approximate isochronyin

B-E, whereas the nuclear and post-nuclear
syllables are drawled in comparison with

the temporal standard of Russian (SR)and

English (SE). All that leads to inade-
qgaie realizations of temporal structurm
o 2.
Distortions in the norms of realization
are well marked in R-E and B-E utterancw
of identical tonal contour. Fo intervals
between the elements of the contour are
not as evident as in SE. Prehead and head
(its 1st accented syllable) have lowerFo
level in R-E and B-E than in SE. F0 in-
terval of the gradually descending head
is wider in R-E and B-E due to the lower
ing of F0 level on the 2nd accentual unfi.
Interference in the realization of EngIUh
falling toneme is marked in B-E by the
lower initial F0 level and higher final
Fo level than in SE. Realizations of le-
vel-rising allotonemes in B-E are charam
terised by their higher initial and lows
final F0 levels and, consequently, by a
narrower F interval than in SE.
In the realization of utterance accen-
temes in B-E and R-E /2,3/ syllable prw
minence is achieved by different combim-
tions of acoustic parameters. The acmm-
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tic contrasts of unaccented and accented
syllables are less clearly marked in R—E
and especially in B—E realizations as
compared to ES. The distortions of the
norm as to differences in the distribu-
tion of phonetic features of prosodic
units are termed permutational interfe-
rence.
Theistudy of prgsodic interference in
var ous ypes 0 na ural and "c1 "
bilingualism /5/ reveals typologizgllgm
common features of interference which
are characteristic of kindred and struc-
turally similar languages and specific
features, characteristic of the speakers
of only 2:6 language.
Some 0 e typolo icall common f
are as follows: (1% a higher finalegzulzf
vol of the falling toneme in the English
and German speech of Russians and Byelo-
russians and, consequently, a lower final
F0 level of the falling toneme in Russian
spoken by Englishmen and Germans; (ii) a
lower F0 level of the tonal contour of
English and German utterances in R-E B-E
R-G and B-G as compared to SE and SG’rea:
lizations; (iii) drawled initial syllables
(ascented and unaccented) in B-E and B-G
u erances as com arerealizations. p d to their standard

Specific features of interference -
ticular types of bilingualism are %E)par
greater I contrasts between accented and
unaccented syllables in R-E as compared
to B-E; (ii) the absence of reduction in
unaccented syllables in B—E; (iii) rhythm
in B-E which tends to be syllable-timed.
In the cases of reverse language domina-
tion in the same types of bilingualism
piggodic changes have an opposite direc-

There should also be mentioned u
deviations such as slowing down giveizal
tempo of utterance, increase in the num-
ber of accents, rhythmic distortions etc.
which can be observed at the early
stages of any type of bilingualism.

CONCLUSION

Description of prosodic interferon
a linguistic phenomenon in terms ofesgg-
temic units of prosody extends our gener-
aé knowledge of phonological interference

/ and makes it possible to model the
so-called "interlingua" at different
gtages of bilingualism which is important
f3: ggzczhggiy ofllanguage contacts and

asecond language?p cation in teaching a
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Underdifferentiation and overdifferen-

tiation, as well as substitution of func-

tionally different prosodic units (points

1-5) belong to communicatively relevant

semantic interference, i.e. display both

formal and semantic-functional non—stand-

ard variation of prosodemes and allopro-

sodemes. Within communicatively relevant

prosodic interference two subtypes are

distinguished: modal (emotive) and sty-

listic.
Substitution of units, which are functi-

onally identical but qualitatively dif-

ferent (point 6) belongs to communicati-
vely irrelevant interference; such sub-

stitution signals formal-structural non-

standard variation only.
The above-mentioned types of interference

are deviations from the norms of prosodic

unit choice which occur when the communi-

cative-pragmatic message is actualized in

various speech situations.

Syntagmatic interference is represented

by the deviations in the combinability of

microprosodemes within structural complex

as (macroprosodemes), on the one hand,and
by the inadequate realization of micro—
prosodemes as certain positional and com-

binatory variants, on the other.
One type of syntagmatic interference is

intercetenation of microprosodemes of L

according to the structural pattern of L

resulting in a new structural pattern, ’

which does not exist in L2. 8-8- inade-
quate combination of the sliding (or heta

rogeniOUS) head with the high rising to-

name in the contour of English general

questions, pronounced by Byelorussian

speakers of English.
Another type is minus-segmentation, or
elision of elements in the structure,e,g

the omission of prehead or tail in Eng-'
lish utterances of Byelorussian-English

bilinguals due to an increased number of

accents or shift of accents. Wherefore
plus-segmentation, or increase of elemema
in the structure as, for instance, in

cases when the prehead and tail appear u

the structure of an utterance is due to
the reduced number of accents. The three

types are deviations from the structural

norms of the functioning system and below
to communicatively relevant interferenca
Closely connected with these types are

deviations from the norms of realization
of L2 units. The latter are conditioned
by language distinctions in the acoustu
areas of the units.

Thus realization of syllablechronemes of

L2 which are functionally identical to m
chronemes differ in utterances of Byeh»
russian-Russian (3-H) and Byelorussian-
-English (B-E) bilinguals. Initial unac-

canted syllables and the 1st fully accem
ted syllable in B—E and R-E are longer
than in standard English realizations
(SE), the tempo of pronunciation being
identical. The 2nd accented syllable am
the unaccented syllables of the head are
characterised by approximate isochronyin

B-E, whereas the nuclear and post-nuclear
syllables are drawled in comparison with

the temporal standard of Russian (SR)and

English (SE). All that leads to inade-
qgaie realizations of temporal structurm
o 2.
Distortions in the norms of realization
are well marked in R-E and B-E utterancw
of identical tonal contour. Fo intervals
between the elements of the contour are
not as evident as in SE. Prehead and head
(its 1st accented syllable) have lowerFo
level in R-E and B-E than in SE. F0 in-
terval of the gradually descending head
is wider in R-E and B-E due to the lower
ing of F0 level on the 2nd accentual unfi.
Interference in the realization of EngIUh
falling toneme is marked in B-E by the
lower initial F0 level and higher final
Fo level than in SE. Realizations of le-
vel-rising allotonemes in B-E are charam
terised by their higher initial and lows
final F0 levels and, consequently, by a
narrower F interval than in SE.
In the realization of utterance accen-
temes in B-E and R-E /2,3/ syllable prw
minence is achieved by different combim-
tions of acoustic parameters. The acmm-
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tic contrasts of unaccented and accented
syllables are less clearly marked in R—E
and especially in B—E realizations as
compared to ES. The distortions of the
norm as to differences in the distribu-
tion of phonetic features of prosodic
units are termed permutational interfe-
rence.
Theistudy of prgsodic interference in
var ous ypes 0 na ural and "c1 "
bilingualism /5/ reveals typologizgllgm
common features of interference which
are characteristic of kindred and struc-
turally similar languages and specific
features, characteristic of the speakers
of only 2:6 language.
Some 0 e typolo icall common f
are as follows: (1% a higher finalegzulzf
vol of the falling toneme in the English
and German speech of Russians and Byelo-
russians and, consequently, a lower final
F0 level of the falling toneme in Russian
spoken by Englishmen and Germans; (ii) a
lower F0 level of the tonal contour of
English and German utterances in R-E B-E
R-G and B-G as compared to SE and SG’rea:
lizations; (iii) drawled initial syllables
(ascented and unaccented) in B-E and B-G
u erances as com arerealizations. p d to their standard

Specific features of interference -
ticular types of bilingualism are %E)par
greater I contrasts between accented and
unaccented syllables in R-E as compared
to B-E; (ii) the absence of reduction in
unaccented syllables in B-E; (iii) rhythm
in B-E which tends to be syllable-timed.
In the cases of reverse language domina-
tion in the same types of bilingualism
piggodic changes have an opposite direc-

There should also be mentioned u
deviations such as slowing down giveizal
tempo of utterance, increase in the num-
ber of accents, rhythmic distortions etc.
which can be observed at the early
stages of any type of bilingualism.

CONCLUSION

Description of prosodic interferen
a linguistic phenomenon in terms ofesgg-
temic units of prosody extends our gener-
aé knowledge of phonological interference

/ and makes it possible to model the
so-called "interlingua" at different
gtages of bilingualism which is important
f3: ggzczhggiy ofllanguage contacts and

asecond language?p cation in teaching a
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